The present research inquires the paratactic and hypotactic thematic relations in terms of their grammatical realization, functional significance (Halliday, 1994) and thematic progression (McCabe, 1999) . In the paratactic clause complexes, two or more independent clauses are joined by the coordinating conjunctions while in the hypotactic clause complexes, two or more independent and dependent clauses are joined by the subordinating conjunctions. The specific objectives of this research are: (1) to define the grammatical realization of paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English and the Urdu texts, (2) to describe the functional significance of paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures particular to information flow and thematic progression in the English and the Urdu texts, and (3) to discuss how effectively the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English text have been translated into the Urdu text. The English text, Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe and its translated Urdu text, Bikharti Duniya by Ikram Ullah have been selected for this study. These texts have been annotated through the annotation scheme of UAM Corpus Tool (O'Donnell, 2008) . The results reveal that the Urdu text uses multiple equivalents of conjunction either paratactic or hypotactic in the English text. Thematic progression patterns in both texts are mostly constant, linear and peripheral. The unmotivated displacement of paratactic and hypotactic themes causes ambiguity and change the information flow in the Urdu text. The present research is significant to support the systemic functional grammar of Urdu taking into account of English.
Introduction
The present study deals with the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English text and its translated Urdu text. The texts are organized with grammatical units to make meaning in their particular contexts as Halliday (1994) comments that a language contains set of systems which the author or speaker chooses to express meaning. He further claims that language systems are functional components which correspond to three metafunctions. Among three metafunctions, the textual metafunction comprising the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures is focused in the present research for investigation.
Problem Statement
In the field of systemic functional linguistics, no significant research has been conducted to analyze the textual metafunction in Urdu translation. This study fills the research gap by investigating the paratactic and hypotactic themes of textual metafunction in Urdu translation. Particularly, the interdependency of hypotactic and paratactic themes with its functional significance is identified in the English text and in its Urdu translation. These themes are also compared in terms of their information flow for which the patterns of thematic progression (McCabe, 1999) are applied.
Research Objectives
This research defines some objectives. The first objective is to identify the grammatical realization of paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English and the Urdu texts. The second objective is to discuss the functional significance and information flow of paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English and the Urdu texts. The last objective is to annotate the English and its translated Urdu texts to define the differences in frequency and to discuss how effectively the English paratactic and hypotactic themes have been translated into Urdu. Based on these objectives, this study is carried out with the following questions. 1) How the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures are grammatically realized in the English and the Urdu texts?
2) What is the functional significance of paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures particularly with respect to thematic progression and flow of information in the English and the Urdu texts?
3) How effectively the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English text have been translated into the Urdu text?
To examine these questions, this research finds the postcolonial novel, Things Fall Apart with its Urdu translation, Bikharti Duniya as an appropriate dataset due to two reasons. Firstly, this novel got much importance as postcolonial literature because Achebe wrote this novel in the English language to describe the culture and express the feelings of Africans as a civilized nation. Actually, Achebe used an appropriate grammatical structure which can easily be translated into Urdu. So, this novel with its Urdu translation has been selected to check either its thematic structures of information have been translated without any ambiguity or not. Secondly, being a postcolonial novel, it has many events of disputes, inference, causal-conditions, time, place, manner etc. which interweave the clause complexes of a text by coordination and subordination. So, the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures can be found and analyzed possibly.
Limitations of the Research
For the analysis, the present piece of research has delimited the paratactic thematic structures including only independent clauses and the hypotactic thematic structures including both independent and dependent clauses. Only those conjunctions which have been used in both texts are further analyzed. The conjunctions which are not found in the English and Urdu corpora have not been focused for thematic analysis. Also, the account of non-finite dependent clauses has not been given in detail in this study.
Significance of the Research
The scope of this research is to provide awareness to translators that they should follow the parameters of SFL to translate the English texts into Urdu. This research is believed to make readers understand how to grasp the meaning and information of some ambiguous translations of the English texts. This study enables the researchers to apply other metafunctions of SFL theory to Urdu translations and language as a whole.
Research Hypotheses
This study hypothesizes that the English and the Urdu texts have contrastive hypotactic and paratactic themes with reference to their grammatical realization and functional significance. It is assumed that the hypotactic and paratactic themes build contrastive information flow in the English and the Urdu texts. It is also presupposed that an unmotivated displacement of the hypotactic and paratactic themes in the Urdu translation creates ambiguity in structure, function and information flow. To check these hypotheses, the descriptive and quantitative research method has been adopted and elaborated in the method section.
Literature Review
This research presents the corpus-based investigation of the paratactic and hypotactic conjunctions as the textual themes of clause complexes in the English and its translated Urdu texts. The textual themes actually relate text to its context (Eggins, 2004) and they are operated at the clause complex level (Gerot & Wignell, 1994) . The textual themes are incorporated in a text as the structural conjunctions which Eggins (2004) refers to tactic i.e., paratactic and hypotactic, to link clauses together by occurring at the initial position of clauses. These tactic structures come from parataxis and hypotaxis. The parataxis links the elements of equal status while the hypotaxis binds the elements of unequal status (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) . The parataxis and the hypotaxis are two types of interdependency relations in which the former connects the clauses of parallel structure while the latter connects the clauses of subordinate structure (Halliday, 1994; Nida, 1982) . Moreover, the paratactic and hypotactic structures are termed as logical (Halliday, 1994) linked by the structural conjunctions. Emilia (2014) refers the structural conjunctions to coordinating and subordinating conjunctions which combine two or more clauses in which the main clause is the core of massage or information while the other coordinating and subordinating clauses are peripheral units of information. The clause complexes are the grammatical and semantic units linked by the tactic and logico-semantic relations. As Halliday (1994) claims that a clause complex is probably the functional organization of a sentence. The clause complexes involve two types of structure: (1) multivariate and (2) Vol. 9, No. 5; 2019 In Urdu, the system of parataxis and hypotaxis also deals with the primary and secondary clauses combined by conjunctions. Urdu uses the equivalents of English conjunctions to create paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures. Schmidt (1999) claims that Urdu coordinating conjunctions link two words, two phrases and two clauses of equal rank while subordinating conjunctions introduce subordinate clause with the subjunctive verb or the simple irrealis. The correlative coordinating and subordinating conjunctions are also used to link two or more Urdu clauses (Srivastav, 1991; Schmidt, 1999; Butt, King, & Roth, 2007) . Due to these possibilities of coordination and subordination, the system of Urdu clause complexes is somewhat similar to English as proposed by Halliday (1994) . Only a few differences can be observed in Urdu paratactic and hypotactic themes due to major reasons: (1) pro-drop nature of Urdu, (2) free word order of Urdu and (3) clause final position of Urdu verbs. The Urdu clause complex is the combination of tactic and logico-semantic relations. In other words, Urdu can involve univariate clause structure composed of paratactic and hypotactic elements. And besides, Urdu can also create multivariate structure in terms of ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions in SFL. The textual metafunction focused for this study discusses theme-rheme structure of the Urdu clause complexes in contrast with English.
Previous Studies
Many studies have investigated the system of parataxis and hypotaxis in English and its translations in other languages. A large body of literature shows the comparison of English and Chinese languages in terms of parataxis and hypotaxis. Jiang (2008) investigated the English translation of a Chinese poem and observed the maximum occurrences of hypotactic thematic structures in English translation while the maximum occurrences of paratactic thematic structures in Chinese. She further claimed that English clauses are connected by connectives, propositions, verbs, pronouns, etc. but Chinese clauses mostly rely on semantic ties. Ma and Wei (2008) compared an English novel with its two Chinese translations and found that English hypotactic themes were translated into Chinese as paratactic themes and it happened due to difference in the nature of English and Chinese languages. These results are similar to the results of the study conducted by Jiang (2008) . In another study, Harman (2010) examined the problems of non-defining relative clauses in English and its Chinese translation. He commented that in Chinese, non-defining relative clause precedes its noun while in English, non-defining relative clause follows its noun. Moreover, parataxis and hypotaxis were also identified in English and Arabic. In Arabic, the paratactic structures were used more frequently than hypotactic structures. As Marzari (2006) states that in Arabic, sentences follow each other by the use of coordinating conjunction. He further claimed that lined up paratactic conjunctions are particular to Arabic but not to English. Van Huffel (2007) examined the coordinating and subordinating conjunctions as themes in English and its translated fiction texts in Dutch. He claimed that these textual themes were translated as other themes which changed the meaning. Hasselgård (2004) investigated textual themes in terms of paratactic elaboration, extension and enhancement in translation of both English and Norwegian. He selected 1200 sentence pairs from the English Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC) to find out differences. He found that some themes of enhancement were more frequent in Norwegian original text than in translation. The other themes of enhancement were less frequent in English original text than in translation. The next study was conducted by Rahnemoon, Ahangar and Nourmohammadi (2017) to identify the paratactic and hypotactic conjunctions as textual themes by creating a comparable Corpus (UTPECC) of 1000 English clauses and 1095 translated Persian clauses. His study concluded that the use of paratactic and hypotactic themes in Persian was more frequent than in English.
Along with the structure of paratactic and hypotactic textual themes, their thematic progression patterns (McCabe, 1999) have also been determined in this research. Some previous studies defined the thematic progression patterns. As the first work was conducted by Ventola (1995) to find thematic structures (textual, topical, and interpersonal) and thematic progression in translation. She studied and analyzed almost 19 instances and some paragraphs of thematic development and progression in the German scientific texts and their English translations. The results of her study showed that the some themes were translated as rhemes which created complications for the readers. She argued that translation choices affected the cohesion and rhetorical structures of German text due to negligence of the translators. McCabe (1999) investigated the corpus of 20 texts: 10 history textbooks published in the U.S. and 10 history textbooks published in Spain. She identified coordinators in textual themes with their thematic progression patterns through Chi-square and justified that the texts of both languages have overall similarity of coordinating conjunctions regarding text organization.
The thematic progression patterns were also investigated by Rørvik (2003) in conjunction with thematic structures. The researcher compared English scientific article and its 5 Norwegian translations. The study revealed that textual themes in English and Norwegian were different and different grammatical structures were used. In another study, Jalilifar (2009) investigated thematic development and progression in 9 English applied ijel.ccsenet.org
International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 9, No. 5; 2019 linguistics books and their translations in Persian. He identified structural themes as coordinators and subordinators. The results of his study showed that textual themes in Persian texts were counted higher than the themes in English texts. He asserts that the frequent use of textual themes made the Persian texts argumentative, impersonal, and objective. He presented no further explanation for the reasons behind the observed discrepancies between the source texts and the target texts. Alekseyenko (2013) carried out a research using three corpora of 3000 clauses of English National Geographic texts, their translated Russian texts and non-translated Russian texts on similar topics to compare and contrast their thematic structures. To identify textual connectivity of these texts, she focused on 13 types of textual connectors i.e., wh-element and conjunctions etc. along with the patterns of thematic progression. She applied one-way ANOVA test to compare the results of three corpora. After comparing the results, she found no significant difference regarding the use of conjunctions and thematic progression patterns in the three corpora due to their similar text type. Keeping in view of these studies, the present research discovers the grammatical and functional significance along with information flow and thematic progression of the paratactic and hypotactic themes from English corpus and its translated Urdu corpus.
Method

Research Design
To meet the hypotheses and objectives, the existing study employed the descriptive research method in conjunction with the quantitative research method. With regard to the descriptive method, the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English and the Urdu texts were realized in connection with their grammar, function and information. SFL provides a scheme and parameters of textual metafunction which not only involves a lexico-grammatical and logico-semantic analysis of paratactic and hypotactic themes (Halliday, 1994) but also specify their information flow applying the pattern of thematic progression (McCabe, 1999) . To describe the grammatical realization, the functional significance and the thematic progression of paratactic and hypotactic themes, Halliday's (1994) and McCabe's (1999) interpretations were applied on the clause complexes opted from the English and its translated Urdu corpora. Besides such description, the quantitative method was applied to annotate the English and its translated Urdu corpora.
Samples
For the investigation of paratactic and hypotactic themes, the English text, Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe and its Urdu translation Bikharti Duniya by Ikram Ullah were selected as an appropriate dataset. The English text was downloaded from the Google scholar while the Urdu text was downloaded from the website, www.mashal.com.
Corpus Size
The English corpus contained approximately 50000 words and its translated Urdu corpus consisted of 55000 words. The whole corpora accumulated 105000 characters.
Instrument
In this research, the updated version of UAM Corpus Tool (O'Donnell, 2008) operated annotation of the corpora with the help of an annotation scheme which it either exports or allows the annotator to design his own scheme in line with the framework of SFL. O'Donnell (2008) confirms that this software offers a multiple-level annotation which served the objectives of the present research. The following annotation scheme displays all the themes of textual metafunction. These clauses involve both paratactic and hypotactic themes. The English clause (1a) consists of two coordinating clauses which begin with an adjunct theme followed by a topical theme, and one subordinating clause which initiates with a hypotactic theme followed by a topical theme. The Urdu clause (1b) contains a non-finite dependent clause bhun kər (after roasting) along with independent clause which introduces two adverbial adjuncts i.e., d̪ usri sʊbhɑ (the next morning) and mɪtɪ ke bərt̪ ənõ mẽ (in clay pots) followed by a topical theme ɪnhẽ (they) at thematic position, and a subordinating clause ke xʊʃk əʊr xəst̪ ɑ ho ʤɑẽ (that-become dry and brittle) which shows ellipsed topical theme vo (they). Here, the Urdu topical theme has been omitted from subordinating clause. It happens because instead of pronominal subjects, Urdu verbs specify the gender and number in clause complexes. Moreover, Urdu clauses do not accommodate ellipsed paratactic and hypotactic themes but the English clauses accommodate ellipsed hypotactic themes (relative pronouns). The subsequent clauses taken from English and Urdu corpora justify this.
2) a. You may have heard of the title I intend to take shortly.
b. mẽ ʤo ləqəb ʤəld̪ hi ɪxt̪ ejɑr kərne vɑlɑ hũ ap ne ʊske bɑre mẽ sunɑ t̪ o hogɑ.
The title which I intend to take shortly, you may have heard about that.
The English clause (2a) is composed of independent and dependent clause containing the ellipsed hypotactic theme which. This theme is not overt syntactically but semantically, it is clear that it is a relative clause including a relative conjunction. The Urdu clause (2b) is also composed of subordinating clause but it clearly mentions the relative pronoun ʤo (which) in the first clause and its correlative pronoun ʊske (vo=that) in the second clause. The first Urdu clause looks like a nominalized theme but actually it is a subordinating clause combined to principle clause. Keeping in view of this point, it is obvious that Urdu uses correlative subordinating conjunctions in hypotactic thematic structures. Some specific pairs of correlative conjunctions mentioned in Table 3 have been identified in Urdu (Srivastav, 1991; Butt, King, & Roth, 2007) but they are not common in English.
Another grammatical realization is related to the relative pronoun as hypotactic conjunction whose which shows possession regardless of gender specification in English. But Urdu uses its equivalents ʤɪs and ʤɪn as hypotactic conjunctions with necessary genitive case markers i.e., kɑ, ke, ki which are inflected with number, gender and morphological form either nominative or oblique to modify the head noun (Butt & King, 2004) . Without these markers, the relative pronouns ʤɪs and ʤɪn lose the meaning and function of possession. So, the English hypotactic conjunction of enhancement whose has six possible equivalents in Urdu. Among six equivalents, the three i.e., ʤɪs ki (she whose), ʤɪs kɑ (he whose), ʤɪs ke (they whose) are gender specific, singular and sometimes non-living hypotactic themes in Urdu. The rest of equivalents i.e., ʤɪn ki (she(s) whose), ʤɪn kɑ (he(s) whose), ʤɪn ke (they(s) whose) are gender specific, plural and sometimes living hypotactic themes. These Urdu hypotactic themes are used according to the masculine/feminine, singular/plural and living/non-living status of their head nouns to translate the English hypotactic theme whose. The subsequent clauses selected from the English and Urdu corpora display this sequence.
3) a. Ezinma looked at her mother, whose eyes, sad and pleading, were fixed on her.
b. Ezinma ne əpni mɑ̃ ki t̪ ərəf d̪ ekhɑ ʤɪs ki ɣəmgin əʊr mʊlt̪ əʤɑnɑ nəzrẽ ʊs pər gəɽi t̪ hĩ.
Ezinma looked at her mother whose sad and pleading eyes were fixed on her.
The English hypotactic theme whose in (3a) has converted into the hypotactic theme ʤɪs ki (whose) marked by the feminine plural marker ki in (3b). This marker is attached because of the feminine and plural nature of its head noun nəzrẽ (eyes) in Urdu. Moving to another grammatical realization, the English prepositional phrases are always translated as subordinating clause either at clause initial position or final position. It is justified by the below-mentioned clauses extracted from the English and Urdu corpora. 4) a. As for the boy himself, he was terribly afraid.
b. ʤəhɑ̃ t̪ ək ləɽke kɑ t̪ ɑlʊq he vo buri tərhɑ xofzəd̪ ɑ t̪ hɑ
As far as the boy is concerned, he was terribly afraid.
The prepositional phrase as for in (4a) has no exact Urdu equivalent so; it is translated as a hypotactic thematic structure starting with a hypotactic theme ʤəhɑ̃ t̪ ək (as far as). Moving to the next grammatical realization, it is observed that Urdu also involves some correlative conjunctions (Srivastav, 1991; Butt, King, & Roth, 2007) which have been analyzed as correlative hypotactic themes in this study. Srivastav (1991) presented a pattern of correlatives composed of a demonstrative pronoun vo and a relative pronoun ʤo in Hindi-Urdu. Butt, King and Roth (2007) presented some other patterns i.e., ʤɪs-ʊs (which-that) as an oblique form, ʤɑhɑ-vɑhɑ̃ (where-there) as a distal form, and ʤɪd̪ ər-ʊd̪ ər (where-there) as a proximal form. These correlative themes are not common in English. The forthcoming clauses taken from the Urdu corpora are translated into English to define the nature of correlative hypotactic themes in both languages. b. The dry, sandy footway began to throw up that heat which lay buried in it.
The correlative hypotactic themes ʤɪs-ʊs in (5a) can corresponds to its English equivalents who-he in translated clause (5b). The next hypotactic theme pairing ʤɑhɑ-vɑhɑ̃ in (6a) corresponds to its English equivalents where-there in (6b). The hypotactic theme pairing vo-ʤo in (7a) corresponds to its translated equivalents that-which in (7b). Although these hypotactic pairings are not common in English, yet their English translation is possible. But after translation, these structures resemble nominalized themes and subordinating hypotactic themes. Even the correlatives in Urdu structures also resemble nominalized themes. It is an interesting point here that Urdu correlative themes can also be discussed as nominalized themes according to parameters of SFL. The next section interprets the functional significance and thematic progression of paratactic and hypotactic themes.
Functional Significance & Thematic Progression of Paratactic and Hypotactic Themes
The paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in English and Urdu imply similar functional significance. A thematic structure is generally divided into two parts: (1) theme which initiates a message as given information, and (2) rheme which is the remainder of a message as new information. The theme-rheme sequence conflated to given-new units of information in English is also followed by Urdu. The SOV Urdu structure indicates a subject conflated with topical theme at clause initial position. Urdu also includes clause complexes which are combined by coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. In Urdu, these conjunctions seem to be paratactic and hypotactic themes preceding topical themes like English. As Halliday (1994) puts forward that the paratactic and hypotactic conjunctions are unmarked themes preceding a topical theme. The topical theme is conflated with given information while the rheme is conflated with new information but the conflation of theme with new information is also possible (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) . The same is true to the thematic structure and the information flow in Urdu. Furthermore, Urdu has a tendency to displace wh-relative pronouns (Table 2) used as hypotactic themes in clause complexes. As Bayer (1996) claims that the displacement of wh-phrases is possible in Urdu if they are CPs. In other words, when wh-hypotactic themes follow topical themes in Urdu clause complexes, they are known as displaced hypotactic themes. And when wh-hypotactic themes precede topical themes in Urdu clause complexes, they are known as unmarked hypotactic themes. The succeeding clauses chosen from the English and Urdu corpora become a proof. 8) a. When Okonkwo arrived at Mbaino, he was treated with great honour and respect.
b. Okonkwo ʤəb Mbaino pohnʧɑ t̪ o ʊske sɑt̪ h nəhɑjət̪ ɪzət̪ o eht̪ ərɑm kɑ suluk kijɑ gəjɑ.
In (8a), the temporal hypotactic theme when is an unmarked theme which precedes the topical theme but its Urdu equivalent ʤəb is a displaced theme which follows the topical theme in (8b). This is common structure for wh-hypotactic themes in Urdu due to its flexible and free word-order. This displacement looks like the displacement of topical themes defined by Halliday and Webster (2014) in English. Here, the most interesting point is that despite being a displaced theme, it does not change its functions and meaning and remains a hypotactic conjunction. Additionally, Urdu displaces not only wh-hypotactic themes but also some other paratactic and hypotactic themes e.g., phɪr bhi (yet), ɪs ke bɑvɑʤud̪ (yet), ɪslɪje (so), ʧʊnɑnʧɑ (therefore), ʤəb t̪ ək (until/unless) etc. without changing their functions or meaning. According to this discussion, it is obvious that English and Urdu paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures include same functions generally. But they can change their functions if they are involved in unmotivated displacement. The next section gives the detailed account of such cases. Besides this point, the next section analyzes that the change of thematic progression patterns in paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures depends on how and at what position the paratactic, hypotactic and topical themes are placed in English and in its Urdu translation to define the flow of given and new units of information.
Analysis of Paratactic and Hypotactic Thematic Structures
The forthcoming tables show the difference in frequency of the English and Urdu paratactic and hypotactic themes and their thematic progression patterns. These themes have been classified according to their tactic and logic-semantic relations. The frequent paratactic and hypotactic themes in English text and in its Urdu translation are focused for further interpretation. In Table 1 , the coordinating conjunctions as paratactic themes in English and Urdu have been counted. context and can replace some other paratactic themes as well. The other paratactic themes i.e., for 8%, therefore 7% and so 81% are also more frequent in English than Urdu. In Urdu text, their counterparts i.e., kɪjũke 2%, ʧʊnɑnʧɑ/ləhɑzɑ 5% and ɪslɪje/ləhɑzɑ/t̪ o 79% are less frequent because of their omission during translation process. Furthermore, the paratactic themes of projection occur more frequently in English than Urdu because these have been translated as hypotactic themes of projection in the Urdu text. Keeping in view of these differences, it is found that the paratactic themes of expansion in terms of elaboration, extension and enhancement and the paratactic themes of projection in line with locution and idea make the English text more cohesive and meaningful than the Urdu text. The Table 2 displays the use of subordinating conjunctions as hypotactic themes. The hypotactic themes of expansion-elaboration combine relative subordinating clauses to matrix clauses. In English, the hypotactic themes of relative clauses take preposition while their Urdu equivalents take postpositions to convey the same meaning and information. Most of the English hypotactic themes can have more than one Urdu equivalents. As the table exhibits that the hypotactic theme which has two Urdu counterparts. The hypotactic theme which 105% appears more frequently than its Urdu equivalents ʤo, ʤɪs ne 66% because during translation, some relative subordinating clauses either have been converted into nominalized themes or have replaced their relative pronouns ʤo, ʤɪs ne (which) with the relative pronoun ke (that). The same is true to the hypotactic theme who 141% which occurs more frequently in English than its equivalents ʤo/ʤɪn, ʤɪs ne, ʤɪnhõ ne, ʤɪnhẽ 82% in Urdu. Another English hypotactic theme where 36% is more frequent than the Urdu hypotactic theme ʤəhɑ̃ 27% due to its translation as nominalized theme. Such changes affect only the structure and information sequence but not the meaning of relative subordinating clauses. The next hypotactic theme from which 3% is less frequent in English than its Urdu equivalent ʤɪs se 20% because in the Urdu text, hypotactic theme ʤɪs se has been used to translate not only the English hypotactic theme from which but also the theme with which. Such translation choices even do not affect meaning and information sequence of relative clauses. The next theme whose with 24% frequency have six Urdu equivalents with 29% frequency in the table but this is not a huge difference.
The hypotactic theme when 238% is less frequent in English than the hypotactic theme ʤəb 248% in Urdu because the equivalent ʤəb has been used to translate not only the temporal hypotactic themes when and as in most of the cases but also the hypotactic themes i.e., before and which in a few cases. In the former cases of translation, the meaning and information sequence remain the same but the latter translation choices affect the meaning to a great extent. Another remarkable difference in frequency is observed between the English theme until 34% and its Urdu equivalent ʤəb t̪ ək 12% because the theme until has been translated by the other hypotactic themes i.e., t̪ ɑvəqt̪ jeke (till) and ħət̪ ɑke (even that) which causes to change the meaning of hypotactic clause. Moreover, the hypotactic finite clauses of the themes until and unless have been converted into non-finite clauses during translation. The frequency of the theme as far as is only 2% while its equivalent theme ʤəhɑ̃ t̪ ək is 5% because Urdu uses the same conjunction to translate the preposition as for. So, this preposition in English text has converted into a conjunction into Urdu text. The temporal hypotactic themes as soon as 29%, before 9% and since 34% are either translated alternatively or become prepositions into Urdu so; these show low frequency. In the Table 3 , the correlative conjunctions as paratactic and hypotactic themes have been counted. The correlative conjunctions in English text are not only more frequent but also less frequent than their equivalents in Urdu text. The free word-order allows Urdu to accommodate correlative conjunctions in a number of ways. As the correlative not only-but also is translated into two ways with the percentage 17% while the correlatives so-that and too-to have only one possible equivalent with a little difference of percentage 20% in Urdu. Another correlative although-yet also has two Urdu equivalents having a little difference in percentage. The huge difference in frequency is observed between the Urdu correlative vo-ʤo 88% and its English translation that-who 19% because this correlation is common in Urdu only and this becomes a nominalized theme in English. This is also the case with the other Urdu correlatives ʤɪs-ʊs 17% and ʤɑhɑ-vɑhɑ̃ 43%. In consideration of these occurrences, the Tables 4 and 5 exhibit thematic progression patterns. The four patterns of thematic progression have been calculated to check: (1) the position and function of paratactic and hypotactic themes, and (2) the position and function of topical themes which are connected by the paratactic and hypotactic themes. Simultaneously, the peripheral themes have also been counted in the tables of thematic progression to illustrate the difference in frequency. In this table, the description of thematic progression manifests that the English text encompasses 379% linear thematic patterns of hypotactic-elaboration to make a systematic flow of information. Mostly, the hypotactic themes of elaboration placed at subject position are relative pronouns which create link with their relevant head noun. This head noun is the rheme of preceding principal clause. And when the topical themes placed as subjects follow hypotactic themes (relative pronouns), they bear 211% peripheral while and 125% continuous thematic progression. The paratactic themes of extension hold 1764% constant, 187% linear, and 710% peripheral topical themes. The maximum constant flow is the outcome of coordination among the preceding and following topical themes in the English text. On the contrary, the 710% paratactic themes of extension are involved in combining alternative topical themes at periphery. The next hypotactic themes of extension are counted with the frequency 96% of constant thematic progression which is higher than the frequency 22% of linear thematic progression and even only 10% topical themes are observed at periphery. Actually, most of the hypotactic themes are correlatives which extend the information by incorporating additive topical themes so; there is noticed continuous flow of information. The next paratactic themes of enhancement place the topical themes at periphery carrying the highest frequency 65% while the frequency 9% of linear thematic progression is lower than the frequency 22% of constant themes. This frequency is the outcome of those paratactic themes which infer the information from preceding clauses. Moreover, the frequency 122% of peripheral themes is higher than the frequency 116% of constant themes. This is not a huge difference in frequency so, it is obvious that both themes cause coherent information flow of the temporal, causal-conditional, spatial and manner relations. The next paratactic and hypotactic themes of locution and idea are calculated with the highest frequency of topical themes of periphery because in the clause complexes of idea and locution, mostly the new information flows from principal clause to subordinating clause. The lowest frequency of thematic progression is counted in split themes and split rhemes.
Holding an opinion of this description, the English text employs the constant themes more frequently than the linear themes, split themes, split rhemes and peripheral themes. The subsequent table illustrates the thematic progression of Urdu paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures. In this table, the illustration starts from hypotactic themes of elaboration which elaborate the information by incorporating 499% linear thematic progression. Like English, the Urdu relative pronouns are placed as subjects.
The paratactic themes of extension include 1149% frequency of constant themes which is higher than that of linear and peripheral themes. But the frequency 1149% is comparatively lower than the frequency 1764% in English because the English text indicates a number of coordinating conjunctions in clause complexes while the Urdu text disconnects the clauses by omitting coordinating conjunctions. On the other hand, the paratactic themes of extension accommodate the topical themes at periphery with almost similar frequency 710% in English and 713% in Urdu. On the other hand, the hypotactic themes of extension are involved in continuous selection of topical themes with 89% frequency. Like English, the Urdu are correlatives which correlate the information of preceding and following topical themes. The paratactic themes of enhancement show the 57% projection of peripheral themes because they participate in inferring and deducing the information from preceding clauses. The hypotactic themes of enhancement also deal with the frequency 131% of topical themes at periphery. Like English, these Urdu themes cause coherent information flow of the temporal, causal-conditional, spatial and manner relations. The next Urdu paratactic and hypotactic themes of idea and locution accommodate topical themes at periphery more frequently than that of English because the Urdu text implies extra clauses of idea and locution which are not observed in English. Holding an opinion of this illustration, it is obvious that the Urdu text uses peripheral themes more frequently than the linear themes, constant themes, split themes and spilt rhemes. The subsequent tables analyze the clauses from the English and Urdu corpora. The first analysis shows the mismatch between the paratactic and hypotactic themes in the English and the Urdu texts.
EST: Early in the afternoon the first two pots of palm-wine arrived from Obierika's in laws. They were duly presented to the women, who drank a cup or two each, to help them in their cooking.
UTT: d̪ opəhər ke xət̪ m hot̪ e hi Obierika ke semd̪ ijõ ke hɑ̃ se jɑm ki ʃərɑb ke d̪ o ghəɽe pohnʧ gəe əʊr vo bəʤɑ tor pər əʊrət̪ õ ko peʃ kər dɪje gəe. hər ek ne ek jɑ d̪ o pejɑle pɪje t̪ ɑ ke pəkɑne mẽ ɑsɑni rəhe. The English clause (1.1a) begins with a marked adjunct followed by a topical theme for which an unmarked pronominal theme is projected in the clause (1.2a). The translated Urdu clause (1.1b) is not an adjunct but a non-finite clause d̪ opəhər ke xət̪ m hot̪ e hi (After ending midday) placed at thematic position along with an adjunct theme Obierika ke semd̪ ijõ ke hɑ̃ se (from Obierika's in-laws) followed by a topical theme. This clause is joined to the next clause by a paratactic theme of extension. Although the English clause (1.2a) has not been joined to its preceding clause like Urdu clause (1.2b), yet the meaning and information of both the English and Urdu clauses are same. Furthermore, both clauses have constant thematic progression in terms of topical themes. But this sequence of topical thematic progression breaks in the next English relative clause (1.3a) which starts with a hypotactic theme of elaboration. The hypotactic theme is a relative pronoun at thematic position. It seems to project the information from the rheme of preceding clause to create linear thematic progression pattern. The translated Urdu clause (1.3b) begins with a topical theme. Like English, it also seems to project information from the rheme of preceding clause. But a big difference is observed regarding the non-finite clause in the rheme of English clause (1.3a) which has been translated as subordinating clause (1.4b) by using hypotactic theme of enhancement in Urdu. The hypotactic theme t̪ ɑ ke (so that) and its correlative verb rəhe (may) give the sense of probability while the English non-finite clause to help does not give the sense of probability. The writer of source text in his own context seems to believe that palm-wine will certainly help women in their cooking while the writer of target text belongs to different context. He seems to be uncertain about the energy of palm-wine so, he translates the clause with the sense of probability. In fact, the Urdu theme pəkɑne mẽ (cooking) in (1.4b) placed at periphery position creates ambiguity in meaning and information. To avoid ambiguity, the other translation choice is appropriate e.g., vo bəʤɑ tor pər əʊrət̪ õ ko peʃ kər dɪje gəe ʤɪnhõ ne khɑnɑ pəkɑne mẽ ɑsɑni ke lije ek jɑ d̪ o pejɑle pɪje. The next clauses discuss how an additional Urdu clause affects the structure, meaning and thematic progression of its following clauses.
EST: Okonkwo said yes very strongly, so his chi agreed. And not only his chi but his clan too, because it judged a man by the work of his hands.
UTT: Okonkwo ne nehɑjət̪ zor dɑr tərike se hɑ̃ kəhi, t̪ o ɪs ke ʧi ko bhi mɑne bəgher ʧɑrɑ nɑ rəhɑ. jũ kəhnɑ ʧɑhɪje ke nɑ sɪrf ɪs kɑ ʧi bəlke purɑ kəbilɑ mɑn gəjɑ, kijũke ɪnke hɑ̃ hər ɑdmi ko ɪske hɑt̪ h ke kije kɑm se pərəkht̪ e t̪ he. The clause (2.1a) is an independent clause starting with a topical theme Okonkwo for which possessive adjective is used as the topical theme of following clause joined by a paratactic theme of enhancement. The same is true to the translated Urdu clauses (2.1b) and (2.2b). The difference of thematic structure, meaning and information is observed between the English clause (2.3a) and the Urdu clause (2.3b). The English clause (2.3a) has two paratactic themes of extension i.e., and which shows addition and not only which correlates its independent clause with the following independent clause (2.4a) starting with the paratactic theme but. These English clauses have been translated into Urdu clauses (2.4b) and (2.5b) joined by the paratactic correlative themes i.e., nɑ sɪrf (not only) and bəlke (but also). But these Urdu clauses have been made the part of an Urdu subordinating clause (2.4b) which has the hypotactic theme of locution ke ([said] that) at clause initial position. Such sequence is the outcome of an additional clause (2.3b) which is not found in English. Due to this additional clause, the meanings have become ambiguous and the information focus in terms of thematic progression has been changed. The Urdu clause jũ kəhnɑ ʧɑhɪje (it should be said) seems to negate and explain the meaning and information in the preceding clauses. This clause also interrupts the information flow and thematic progression. So, it should be removed to avoid ambiguity. Furthermore, the English topical theme Okonkwo as given information is selected continuously for the next three clauses. But the Urdu topical theme Okonkwo is interrupted by the peripheral theme jũ (it) in (2.3b). The next English hypotactic theme because in (2.5a) introduces a clause of reason and it is dependent on its preceding matrix clause. This clause has been translated as the Urdu clause (2.6b) with an adjunct at thematic position which affect thematic progression by placing the topical theme hər ɑdmi ko (every man) as new information at periphery and the adjunct theme ɪnke hɑ̃ (in their clan) as given information because it is connected to the theme of preceding topical theme purɑ kəbilɑ (the whole clan). Due to this modification, the element a man of information focus in the rheme of clause (2.5a) becomes the theme-as-new in the clause (2.6b). The succeeding clauses show that the overlapping of paratactic themes creates ambiguity in meaning and changes the information flow of topical themes.
EST:
The yams were then staked, first with little sticks and later with tall and big tree branches. The women weeded the farm three times at definite periods in the life of the yams, neither early nor late.
UTT: pəhle jɑm ke pod̪ õ ko zəmin mẽ ʧhot̪ i ʧhərijɑ̃ gɑɽ ke səhɑrɑ d̪ ijɑ ʤɑt̪ ɑ. bɑd̪ mẽ d̪ ərəxt̪ õ ki ləmbi əʊr mot̪ i ʃɑxõ se səhɑre bənɑe ʤɑt̪ e. əʊrət̪ ẽ fəsəl ki puri rʊt̪ mẽ t̪ in bɑr mʊkərərɑ zəmɑne mẽ nɑlɑi kərt̪ ĩ əʊr ɪs mẽ zərɑ bhi pəs o peʃ ki gʊnʤɑeʃ mʊmkɪn nɑ t̪ hi. This table displays that the topical theme in (3.1a) is selected as the ellipsed topical theme in (3.2a) and these thematic structures of given information are joined by the paratactic theme of extension. These English themes have been translated with adjuncts at thematic position. The adjunct theme pəhle (first) in (3.1b) and the adjunct theme d̪ ərəxt̪ õ ki ləmbi əʊr mot̪ i ʃɑxõ se (with tall and big tree branches) maintain the contextual meaning as in their English clauses but these translation choices affect the information flow and thematic progression because the rhemes as new information of English clauses covert into themes as new information of Urdu clauses. The next English independent clause (3.3a) including a topical theme at periphery is connected to the following independent clauses (3.4a) and (3.5a) which indicate ellipsed topical themes as given information selected from preceding theme in (3.3a). On the contrary, the translated independent clause (3.3b) starting with topical theme əʊrət̪ ẽ (the women) as new information connects its meaning to the following independent clause which places an adjunct and a topical theme at thematic position as new information. The adjunct theme ɪs mẽ (in this) and the topical theme zərɑ bhi pəs-o-peʃ ki gʊnʤɑeʃ (not a little hesitation) convey not only ambiguous meaning but also build different thematic progression pattern as compared to the ellipsed topical themes in English. As the English clauses (3.4a) and (3.5a) convey the information that the women weeded the farm three times at definite periods in the life of the yams only. They did not weed the farm earlier than the definite period. And even they did not weed the farm later than the definite period. This information gives a sense that there is a specific time to grow yams. But the translated Urdu clause (3.4b) includes the information that the women weeded the farms three times at definite period and no hesitation was possible in weeding the farm. The topical theme pəs-o-peʃ means hesitation. Although in a few Urdu contexts, this theme can give the meaning of before and after, yet it creates ambiguity because the noun pəs-o-peʃ mostly promotes an idea and sense of hesitation. The thematic progression patterns of the clauses (3.4a) and (3.5a) are continuous while the clause (3.4b) places topical theme at periphery and the adjunct shows linear connection with the rheme of preceding clause. To remove ambiguity and difference, another possible translation choice can be used e.g., nɑ hi vo jɑm ki fəsəl ki rʊt̪ se pəhle əʊr nɑ hi ɪs ke bɑd̪ nɑlɑi kərt̪ i t̪ hĩ or it can be further modified e.g., nɑ hi vo jɑm ki fəsəl ki rʊt̪ se pəhle nɑlɑi kərt̪ i t̪ hĩ əʊr nɑ hi ɪs ke bɑd̪ kərt̪ i t̪ hĩ. In the following table, the three English clauses have been translated into five Urdu clauses in which one clause conveys extra information.
EST: They came in the cold harmattan season after the harvests had been gathered, and ate up all the wild grass in the fields.
UTT: sərd̪ i ke mosəm mẽ ʤəb fəsəl ki kətɑi ho ʧʊki hot̪ i əʊr hʊʃk gərd̪ ɑlud̪ səhrɑi həvɑ ʃumɑl məʃrɪk se ʧəl rəhi hot̪ i, tədi ɑt̪ i əʊr khet̪ õ mẽ ʊgi səb ki səb ʤəngli ghɑs həɽəp kər ʤɑt̪ i. The analysis starts from the English clause (4.1a) which includes the unmarked ideational theme as given information and the rheme as an information focus. On the contrary, the translated clause (4.1b) exhibits adjunct theme as new information, textual theme as given information and topical theme as new information at thematic position. This translation choice is ambiguous because it seems to convey the information that the harvests had been gathered in the cold harmattan season while the English clause (4.1a) informs that the locusts came in the cold harmattan season. This information is continued by the subordinating English clause (4.2a) which discusses that after the harvests had been gathered, they (locuts) came in the cold harmattan season. The information of Urdu clause (4.1b) is extended by the principal clause (4.3b). However, the English clauses give the idea that locusts came in the harmattan season which starts after harvesting the crops while the Urdu clauses show that in the harmattan season, the harvests had been gathered and the locusts also came. Furthermore, the temporal hypotactic theme after specifying a different time for two or more actions is translated as the temporal hypotactic theme ʤəb (when) specifying a similar time for two or more actions. This translation choice also create ambiguity in the clauses (4.1b) and (4.3b). The next Urdu clause (4.2b) is attached to its preceding subordinating clause but it seems an additional information which overlaps and delays the information in the following clause (4.3b). To avoid ambiguity and delay in information, these clauses can have some other translation choices e.g., (1) fəsəl ki kətɑi ho ʤɑne ke bɑd̪ xʊʃk əʊr gərd̪ ɑlud̪ mosəm mẽ tedi ɑt̪ i, (2) tedi fəsəl ki kətɑi ho ʤɑne ke bɑd̪ xʊʃk əʊr gərd̪ ɑlud̪ mosəm mẽ ɑt̪ i, (3) fəsəl ki kətɑi ho ʤɑne ke bɑd̪ tedi xʊʃk əʊr gərd̪ ɑlud̪ mosəm mẽ ɑt̪ i. These translations convey information that after the harvesting, locusts came in the cold harmattan season. In these translations, the non-finite clause fəsəl ki kətɑi ho ʤɑne ke bɑd̪ (after the harvesting) has been used. It justifies that the English subordinating clause of hypotactic theme after is always translated as a non-finite clause in Urdu. The next English clause (4.3a) with an ellipsed theme is an independent clause which is linked with both preceding clauses. This English clause has been translated as the Urdu clause (4.4b) with the similar meaning, information focus and thematic progression. The subsequent clauses discusse that the placement of adjunct before the correlative hypotactic themes in Urdu causes an ambiguous structure.
To crown it all he had taken two titles and had shown incredible prowess in two inter-tribal wars. And so, although Okonkwo was still young, he was already one of the greatest men of his time. Age was respected among his people, but achievement was revered.
UTT: ɪn səb se bəɽh kər jəh ke vo d̪ o ləqəb ɪxt̪ əjɑr kər ʧʊkɑ t̪ hɑ əʊr qəbɑeli ke mɑben d̪ o ʤəgõ mẽ nɑqɑbɪle jəqin qʊvət̪ -o-t̪ ɑqət̪ kɑ muzɑhɪrɑ kər ʧʊkɑ t̪ hɑ. Okonkwo əbhi ʤəvɑn t̪ hɑ ləkɪn ʊs kɑ ʃumɑr əpne zəmɑne ke əzim t̪ ərin əʃxɑs mẽ hone ləgɑ t̪ hɑ. ʊs ke qəbile ke log ʤəhɑ̃ ʊmər rəsid̪ ɑ əʃxɑs kɑ eħt̪ ərɑm kərt̪ e t̪ he vəhɑ̃ nʊmɑjɑ̃ kɑrkərd̪ əgi d̪ ikhɑne vɑlõ ko t̪ əqəd̪ ʊs ətɑ kərt̪ e t̪ he. The English clauses (5.1a), (5.2a), (5.3a) and (5.4a) carrying given information and continuous thematic progression are connected by the paratactic and hypotactic themes. Among these clauses, the clause (5.3a) incorporates three textual themes: (1) and indicating addition, (2) so indicating inference and (3) although indicating opposite correlation. These textual themes have not been translated into Urdu clause (5.3b) which looks an independent clause connected to another independent clause (5.4b) by paratactic theme of extension. The omission of textual themes creates ambiguity in meaning and function of Urdu clauses. The English thematic structures mean that as Okonkwo had taken two titles and had shown incredible prowess in two inter-tribal wars so; although he was in young age, yet he was already one of the greatest men of his time. On the contrary, the Urdu thematic structures mean that as Okonkwo was still young and energetic so; he was already one of the greatest men of his time. This ambiguity can be avoided by using two textual themes ɪs lije əgərʧɑ (so although) in an appropriate translation choice e.g., ɪn səb se bəɽh kər jəh ke vo d̪ o ləqəb ɪxt̪ əjɑr kər ʧʊkɑ t̪ hɑ əʊr qəbɑeli ke mɑben d̪ o ʤəgõ mẽ nɑqɑbɪle jəqin qʊvət̪ -o-t̪ ɑqət̪ kɑ muzɑhɪrɑ kər ʧʊkɑ t̪ hɑ. ɪs lije əgərʧɑ Okonkwo əbhi ʤəvɑn t̪ hɑ ləkɪn ʊs kɑ ʃumɑr əpne zəmɑne ke əzim t̪ ərin əʃxɑs mẽ hone ləgɑ t̪ hɑ. The next English thematic structures in (5.5a) and (5.6a) carrying new information are connected by the paratactic theme. But their translated thematic structures in (5.5b) and (5.6b) carrying new information are connected by a correlative paratactic theme. This translation choice does not affect meaning but information flow differs because the information focus in the rheme (5.5a) is translated as an adjunct theme in (5.5b) carrying new information and placed at periphery position. The topical themes in (5.5b) and (5.6b) do not receive information from preceding thematic structures.
Discussion
After identifying grammatical realization of the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures, this research justifies that English and Urdu use paratactic and hypotactic themes in different ways. Urdu can have multiple equivalents of English paratactic and hypotactic theme. Urdu also has its specific correlative hypotactic themes which although can be translated, yet are not common in English. The discussion regarding functional significance and thematic progression of the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures concludes that the paratactic and hypotactic themes are always known as unmarked themes in English but in Urdu, the paratactic and hypotactic themes, specially wh-relative themes, are placed either as unmarked themes or as displaced themes. Moreover, the theme-rheme conflated to given-new units of information are similar in English and Urdu.
The change of thematic progression patterns depends on the unmotivated displacement of paratactic, hypotactic and topical themes in Urdu. At the end, the analysis of the paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in the English and the Urdu texts proves that Urdu translation choices of the English paratactic and hypotactic themes create ambiguity in conveying the exact information to the readers so; for the clarity of information and message, some other translations choices have been discussed in this piece of research.
Conclusion
In conclusion, some generalizations have been made after analyzing the English and Urdu paratactic and hypotactic themes. Firstly, both languages involve different grammatical realizations which affect the paratactic and hypotactic thematic relations during translation from English into Urdu. Secondly, grammatical changes cause functional and informational changes in terms of given-new information flow. Thirdly, despite having different syntactic structures, the translated target text includes ambiguous information due to unmotivated displacement of themes and rhemes. Even, it is noticed that some displaced themes convey not only ambiguous information but also change the overall background of the text. The most striking result is the difference in frequency of thematic progression patterns of the English and Urdu paratactic and hypotactic themes. The English source text maintains information flow with the highest frequency of constant thematic progression. On the other hand, the Urdu target text organizes information flow with the highest frequency of peripheral themes. The peripheral themes are actually not considered as the patterns of thematic progression so, it is obvious that the Urdu text lacks an appropriate thematic sequence and thematic progression.
At the end, it is suggested that if the translators translate a text according to the parameters of SFL, they will be able to interpret all the textual contents appropriately. This research clarifies the textual system of Urdu paratactic and hypotactic thematic structures in view of English in order to give awareness to the translators particularly and to enable the learners generally to comprehend the ambiguous translations. This research has some pedagogical implications as well to benefit the instructors how they can make the translations effective for the learners.
